In the process of constructing Dongxiang nationality literature and data database, some ancient books and materials were scanned into scans. Due to the long age, the background of scanned parts was severely affected and the readability of scans was affected. This paper uses the image processing function of Matlab software.
of the image, and then obtains the image enhancement effect by inverse transformation. Image enhancement can highlight some of the "useful" information in the image, expand the difference between the features of different objects in the image, and improve the visual effect of the image. Image enhancement algorithms include histogram enhancement, spatial filtering enhancement, frequency domain filtering enhancement, and color enhancement.
Image restoration (recovery) inevitably causes the degradation of image quality due to the leakage and dislocation of the scanning line caused by the equipment.
Image restoration is based on the established system degradation model in advance, and the degraded image is reconstructed to the original ideal image which is close to or completely degenerate.
2 Image type 2.1、Bitmap, pixel map, raster graph, image, dot matrix [2] , these names are described in the same type, because these names indicate that they are made up of pixels. These pixels can be arranged and dyed to form a pattern. When the bitmap is magnified, you can see countless single squares that make up the entire image. The effect of enlarging the size of the bitmap is to increase the single pixel, so that the lines and shapes are uneven. However, if you watch it from a bit far away, the color and shape of the bitmap image is continuous. Because each pixel is individually stained, it can produce realistic effects of similar photos by selecting the region at the frequency of one pixel, such as deepening the shadow and increasing the color. Reducing the size of the bitmap will also deform the original, because it reduces the whole image by reducing the pixels.
2.2 The lattice image is related to the resolution, that is, a fixed number of pixels are contained on a certain area of the image. Therefore, if the image is displayed on the screen with large multiple magnification, or at a low resolution, the bitmap image will have a serrated edge. Wiener filter belongs to modern filter [6] filter can only eliminate the signal and interference frequency band of traditional non overlapping, when the signal and interference band overlap when traditional filters will be incapable of action, it is necessary to use modern filter, modern filter by using the statistical characteristics of signal and interference (such as self power spectrum correlation function, etc.) are a the optimal estimation algorithm, and then realized by hardware or software. Wiener filtering is based on the minimum mean square error (LMS (Least MeanSquare) criterion. It estimates the current value of signals based on past observations and current observations, so the solution form is the transfer function or unit impulse response of the system. The mean square error is:
The parameters of the Wiener filter are fixed, and are suitable for stationary random signals. The Calman filter parameters are time-varying and are suitable for non-stationary random signals. However, only when the statistical characteristics of the signal and noise are known prior to the two filtering techniques can obtain the optimal filtering. In practical applications, it is often impossible to obtain prior knowledge of the statistical characteristics of signal and noise. In this case, adaptive filtering technology can obtain excellent filtering performance, so it has good application value.
Conclusion
Through the above methods, the image processing function of Matlab is applied to scan the processed parts, and achieved satisfactory results, thus greatly improving the readability of the scanning parts, and optimizing the construction of the literature database.
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